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Segmental duplication has long been known to be an important
mechanism for genome growth and evolution (Lynch 2002, Bailey
2002), and recently it has been firmly established that whole-genome
duplications have at least occurred in yeast (Wolfe 1997) and in
some species of fishes ray-finned fishes. Here we present evidence
showing that whole-genome inverse duplication very likely occurred
in one half of eubacterial genomes, and possibly in most chromo-
somes, prokaryotic as well as eukaryotic. We derive our evidence
through a comprehensive study of the inverse symmetry in all pub-
licly available complete genomes. We find that a vast majority of
chromosomes have close to maximum global inverse symmetry, but
the chromosomes exhibit starkly distinct patterns of local inverse
symmetry. These patterns provide clues for a consistent narrative of
the many ways inverse segmental duplications may have occurred in
genomes.

genome analysis | word symmetries | word skews | inverse symmetry | in-

verse duplication | whole-genome inverse duplication

Introduction

Symmetries are important physical properties that often
provide keys to the understanding of the structure and

formation of matter. Chargaff’s parity rule, stating that in a
DNA sequence contents of A and T, and of C and G, are sep-
arately identical [1], was a crucial clue to Watson and Crick’s
discovery of the double helical structure of DNA [2]. Char-
gaff’s second parity rule states that at a lower level of ac-
curacy the first rule also extends to a single strand of DNA
[3, 4]. This monomeric base-complement symmetry has two
possible generalization to k-letter words, or k-mers: comple-
ment and reverse-complement, or inverse, symmetries. To il-
lustrate, consider the 5-mer AAGTC. Its reverse, complement,
and inverse conjugates are CTGAA, TTCAG, and GACTT,
respectively. The notion of inverse symmetry in a DNA se-
quence is a measure of the differences in the frequencies of
occurrence of all inverse-conjugate pairs (such as AAGTC-
GACTT) in (a single strand of) the sequence; the smaller the
difference the better the symmetry. Similarly for reverse and
complement symmetries. It has been suggested that Char-
gaff’s second parity is a special case of inverse symmetry, but
not of complement symmetry [5, 6, 7, 8].

Here, using new symmetry indexes specifically defined
for the purpose, we conduct a comprehensive study of the
three symmetries in all complete genomes available in public
databases. Each symmetry index has a value ranging from
zero to approximately unity; zero in the presence of prefect
symmetry and approximately unity in the near absence of
symmetry. The indexes correctly indicate that the three sym-
metries are absent in genome-size random sequences. We find
that reserve and complement symmetries are absent, globally
and locally, in the 786 complete chromosome studied. In sharp
contrast, a high level of global inverse symmetry is ubiquitous
in almost all complete chromosomes; averaged over all com-

plete chromosomes the grand average of the global inverse
symmetry index is 0.073±0.066. At the same time, the chro-
mosomes exhibit a wide variety of patterns in local inverse
symmetry, but with coding and noncoding regions in the same
chromosome showing little difference in this regard. We find
that local magnitudes of base-skews and k-mer-skews to be
highly correlated, and both being negatively correlated with
the level of local inverse symmetry. These yield a rich amount
of information on the growth and evolution of genomes.

From our results we infer that inverse segmental duplica-
tions, or IDs, are the most likely cause of the observed high
level of inverse symmetry and that: a vast majority of the
studied complete chromosomes owe close to half its sequence
to IDs; about one-half of eubacteria show clear signs of hav-
ing experienced a single chromosome-size ID event; another
third of the eubacteria, one-half of archaeons, and some pro-
tozoans also experienced chromosome-size or very large sub-
chromosome-size ID events; the possibility that all complete
chromosome experienced such events cannot be ruled out;
chromosomes vary in the amount of small (relative to chromo-
some size) IDs they have experienced, one-third of eubacteria
had very few and one-half of archaea and most multicellu-
lar eukaryotes had saturating amounts; most small segmental
duplications, direct as well as IDs, are such that the sites of
duplication and insertion are relatively close to each other, but
are otherwise random; inverse base-skews and k-mer-skews are
the natural results of random drift and are diminished in pro-
portion to the level of inverse symmetry in the chromosome.

Results

All chromosomes have strong global inverse symme-
try but lack reverse and complement symmetry. Fig. 1
summarizes the results for the category-averaged global re-
verse, complement and inverse symmetries in the 786 complete
chromosomes. Panel (a) shows that in all chromosomes re-
verse and complement symmetries are absent (χr,gl≈χc,gl≈1)
while inverse symmetry is strongly present (χi,gl<<1) . Panel
(b) shows the extent of k-dependence of χi,gl. The χi,gl shown
in (a) are averaged over k=2–6 and over categories of organ-
isms; data for eubacteria and archaea are not given separately
as they are not significantly different. A power-law depen-
dence on sequence length L, χi,gl∼(L/L0)

−δ, is evident, where
δ=0.48±0.04 and L0=1.4×104 b. The grand average for 786
sequences is 〈χi,gl〉=0.073±0.066.

We computed the χ̄r,l–l and χ̄c,l–l plots for a large se-
lection of chromosomes and found that in all cases the two
symmetries are absent on all scales. Two examples, for B.
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burgdorferi and the human chromosome 1, are shown in Fig-
ure F2, Supporting Information. Our result confirms that
Chargaff’s second parity is a special case of global inverse,
not complement, symmetry [5].

Fig. 1.

Chromosomes exhibit several types of local inverse symme-
try.Although globally χi,gl is of the order of 0.05 for most
genomes, the local behavior of χi in individual chromosomes
vary considerably. We use the function T =(5χi,bg)2+(0.3rχ)2

to classify chromosomes into four types: Type A, T >9; type
B, 9≥T >4; type C, 4≥T >1; type D, T ≤1 (see χi,bg–rχ plot,
Figure F2a, Supporting Information). Whereas the distinc-
tion between two adjacent chromosomes on opposite sides of
one of the somewhat arbitrarily chosen boundaries may be
subtle, there are clear differences, say, between types A and
C, or between types B and D. Of the 356 eubacteria, 33%,
17%, 38%, and 12% are types A, B, C, and D, respectively.
The 28 archaeons are split evenly between types C and D,
with types A and B absent. About 4%, 21% and 75% of the
402 eukaryotic chromosomes are type B, C and D, respec-
tively (Figure F2b, Supporting Information). Many of the
phylogenetically most deeply rooted thermophilic eubacteria,
including A. aeolicus and T. maritima, are type D. Multicel-
lular chromosomes, with chromosomes larger than the typi-
cal bacterial ones, are exclusively type D, but some smaller
chromosomes of protozoans such as P. falciparum and E. cu-
niculi are type B or C (Figure F3, Supporting Information).
With few exceptions inter-chromosomal differences in multi-
cellular organism are slight, while those in protozoans tend to
be larger. Within a complete sequence, the general properties
in invese symmetry of coding and non-coding parts are similar
(Figure F4, Supporting Information). The type-classification
together with relevant data of all chromosomes studied are
given in Table T2, Supporting Information. A detailed study
of the correlation between type-classification and phylogeny
is under way.

Fig. 2.

Chromosomes have highly distinct χi-matrices according to
type. Fig. 2 shows the χi-matrices of four representative chro-
mosomes, C. acetobutylicum, E. carotovora, M. mazei, and
Synechocystis, one for each of the four types. The chromo-
somes are chosen for their typicality, for all having an χi,gl

that is approximately 0.05, and for being of approximately
equal length, around 4∼5 Mb. We describe the most salient
features of the matrices. A type-A chromosome is shown to
be bisected by the original (ori) and terminal (ter) sites of
replication into two approximately equal parts, each of which
is without, or has very little, inverse symmetry, but which,
k-mer-wise, are nearly mutual inverse conjugates. A type-B
chromosome is similar to type A, except that the whole se-
quence now has a (nearly) homogeneous background inverse
symmetry at the level of χi,200∼0.5. A type-D chromosome
exhibits no hint of bisection, but has a strong, homogeneous
background with χi,200�0.2 across the entire chromosome.
A type-C chromosome has a structure intermediate between
types B and D. The example shown in Fig. 2 is broadly com-
posed of two sections: a type-B section from 0 to 2.7 Mb and

a type-D section from 2.7 to 4 Mb. Each of the χi-matrices
displays rich details that await to be further explored. For
example, the 0.9 to 3.8 Mb segment of Synechocystis appears
to be a ”super-type D” embedded within the chromosome.

χ̄i,l–l plots are type specific. Figs. 3 and 4 show some further
properties of the four representative chromosomes. The six
panels in each figure show: (a) χ̄i,l–l plot. (b) Local segmen-
tal χi,100 scanned by a 100 kb sliding window. (c) Tests, using
χi,l, of the degree to which ori and/or ter sites are centers of
inverse asymmetry. (d) Cumulative G-C and A-T skews. (e)
Cumulative skews in inverse-conjugate 2-mer-pairs. (f) Cu-
mulative skews in inverse-conjugate 4-mer-pairs.

The (a) panels highlight the distinctiveness in the χ̄i,l–l
plots among the types. Observe that the background χi,bg and
the ratio rχ decrease with type going from A to D, and that
from l≥2 kb onward and excepting the data near full length,
χ̄i,l and l have an approximate power-law relation. The ordi-
nates of the � and � symbols give χori and χter, the values
of χi,100 at the ori and ter sites, respectively. The fact that
at least one of χori or χter is noticeably less than the aver-
age χ̄i,100 (except for type D) is an indication that segments
straddling the ori and ter sites tend to have a higher level of
inverse symmetry.

Ori and ter sites are revealed by χi,100 scanning. The (b) pan-
els in Figs. 3 and 4 show χi,100 to be fluctuating against a
nearly constant background value that is typical; about 1.0,
0.5, 0.3, and 0.15 for types A, B, C, and D, respectively. There
are isolated sharp minima, prominent in types A and B and
less conspicuous in type C but absent in type D. In types A
and B the two deepest minima occur near the ori and ter sites.
In type C the minima near these sites are two among many.
In type D there is no longer any feature that is conspicuously
associated with either sites.

Ori or ter sites are centers of inverse conjugation.The (c)
plots in Figs. 3 and 4 confirms the notion, suggested by the
deep minima in panels (b), that the ori and ter sites are near
centers of inverse conjugation (CIC), or sites where the word
contents on both sides are close to being inverse conjugates.
In all cases the χi,l decreases rapidly with increasing segment
length l when the segments are centered on a CIC, but re-
flects the background χi,l value of the chromosome when the
segments exclude such a site. In one extreme, for type A,
the CIC-excluding χi,l-l curve has χi,l∼1 at all scales, in the
other extreme, for type D, there is no difference between CIC-
including and CIC-excluding curves.

CICs are common turning points for inverse skews.Previ-
ous reports have shown that some eubacteria display promi-
nent base-skews, or compositional asymmetry, and that skews
change sign near an ori or a ter site [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. In
Figs. 3 and 4, panels (d), (e) and (f) show, respectively, the
cumulative skew in G-C and A-T pairs, six inverse-conjugate
2-mer-pairs, and eight base-neutral inverse-conjugate 4-mer-
pairs (collectively, inverse skews). The panels for the type-
A/B chromosomes show that not just base-skews, but all in-
verse skews change sign at CIC’s. This is seen only faintly in
type C and not at all in the type D. In type-A/B chromosomes,
generally, GC-skew rises after ori and falls after ter, and the
AT-skew, usually smaller in magnitude, may be correlated or
anti-correlated ((d) plots in Fig. 3) with the GC-skew. The
(d) plot for the type-C M. mazei shown in Fig. 4 is a counter
example of the rule of GC-skew greater than AT-skew.
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Fig. 3. and Fig. 4. (in two columns)

Inverse skews are negatively correlated with inverse symme-
try. There are two other prominent features in the (d-f) pan-
els. First, within a chromosome the relative magnitudes of the
base-, 2-mer-, and 4-mer-skews are correlated, and are com-
parable when they are normalized according to average word
frequency. For example, when the largest per-base skew rates
in Fig. 3 (type B) are multiplied by factors of 4k−1, we have
0.032, 0.056, and 0.038 for base-, 2-mer-, and 4-mer-skews,
respectively. Second, across chromosomes the magnitude of
inverse skews is negatively correlated with the level of local
inverse symmetry. Thus, corresponding to the χ̄i,100 values of
1.0, 0.5, 0.3, and 0.15 for types A, B, C, and D, the largest
per-base base-skew rates are 0.060, 0.032, 0.025, 0.003, respec-
tively.

Lower-k-mer-skews do not determine higher-k-mer-skews.
Close examination of the 2-mer-skews in the (d-e) plots of
Fig. 3 leads to the conclusion that they are not completely
determined by the base-skews. Because the 4-mers considered
in the (f) panels of Figs. 3 and 4 are all base-neutral, none of
them derives from base-skews. The influence of 2-mer-skews
on 4-mer-skews may be estimated by writing a 4-mer-pair,
say, ACTG-CAGT, in product form: (AC-GT)(CT-AG)(TG-
CA). By this method we verify that the 4-mer-skews in Fig. 3
cannot be predicted from 2-mer-skews alone.

Discussion

Inverse duplication generates inverse symmetry. Because in-
verse symmetry is decided by all the letters in a k-mer as a
group, its prevelance cannot be solely attributed to point mu-
tations or any mechanism that affects one nucleotide at a time.
Segmental duplication is known to be a driving force in chro-
mosome growth and evolution [9, 10, 11, 12, 13], and inverse
segmental duplication (ID), or segmental duplication from one
strand of the DNA to the other strand, is also known to have
occurred in chromosome evolution [14, 15, 16]. ID events gen-
erate inverse symmetry. If a cumulative fraction vinv of a
genomic strand owes its lineage to the opposite strand, then
to lowest order in a mean-field approximation χi,gl≈1−2vinv,
with only a weak dependence on k. The fact that the average
value of χi,gl is 0.07 implies that the average genomic value
of vinv is of the order of 0.47, which is close to its saturation
value of 0.5. This suggests that ID events played a major
role in chromosome composition. We know of no mechanism
analogous to inverse duplication that can pervasively generate
either reverse or complement symmetry, and this may explain
why these two symmetries are absent in chromosomes.

Type A suggests chromosome-size inverse duplication.The
fact that a type-A chromosome has strong global inverse sym-
metry but appears to be the concatenation of two approx-
imately equal parts, each without inverse symmetry, sug-
gests that it likely was the result of either (i) a whole-
genome/chromosome ID, or WGID [17], where the original
and duplicated segments are demarcated by the two CICs, or
(ii) the cumulative effect of many small ID’s. To simplify dis-
cussion we define the following: a prox duplication is one such
that the site of insertion of the duplicated segment is proximal
to or near (relative to chromosome-scale) the site of duplicat-
ion; a dist duplications is the opposite, the site of insertion is

distal to or far from the site of duplication.
Case (i) provides a natural explanation for the small value

of the global χi,gl, since it will be zero immediately after a
WGID event. Owing to the absence of local inverse sym-
metry in each of the duplicates, this case must be subjected
to two additional constraints on whatever small (relative to
whole-chromosome size, unless otherwise specified) duplicat-
ion events that occurred after the WGID: (i.a) direct dupli-
cations (DDs, that is, not of the ID kind), must mostly be
prox; and (i.b) IDs, if any, must mostly be dist, specifically,
trans-CIC.

Both constraints would be automatically satisfied if the
WGID had occurred in such recent past that there had not
been much time for any significant numbers of either DD or
ID events to have had taken since. This possibility is however
ruled out by the fact that the diagonal of the type-A χ-matrix
in Fig. 2 does not have conspicuously smaller χi,l values. It is
more reasonable to hypothesize, independent of WGID, that
prox-DD is a general rule, and that many such DDs did occur
after the WGID. This hypothesis is consistent with an unre-
lated requirement, put forward for understanding the general
existence of long-range correlation in genomes, that at least a
significant portion of DDs are made in tandem [13]. Similarly,
constraint (i.b) could be satisfied if dist-ID were a general rule.
This rule seems unnatural in itself and is unlikely to work (see
below). On the other hand, constraint (i.b) is satisfied if very
few IDs, either prox or dist, occurred in type-A chromosomes.

In case (ii), there is no WGID, and instead the high de-
gree of inverse symmetry is caused by many trans-CIC IDs,
and very few prox-IDs (lest there would be local inverse sym-
metry), such that the cumulative length of inversely copied
segments is close to half the full chromosome length (because
vinv is close to its saturation value of 0.5). This seems again
highly unnatural and we reject it. In any case, the absence of
local inverse symmetry still requires constraint (i.a) to apply.

Whole-genome duplication (WGD) was first proposed as
an important mechanism for genome evolution by Ohno [18].
Recently it has been firmly established that such events did oc-
cur in yeast [19, 21], ray-finned fishes [20], and the freshwater
puffer fish [22]. The possibility of WGID was previously raised
in connetion with the base-skews in B. burgdorferi [17, 8].

Type D suggests many prox-ID events. In a type-D chromo-
some, the existence of inverse symmetry on all scales (greater
than 5 kb) and the approximate homogeneity of χi across the
entire chromosome (Figs. 2 and 4) can best be explained as
the result of many small, and mostly prox, ID events; neces-
sarily prox because otherwise local inverse symmetry would
not be generated. This explanation is consistent with the
spirit – naturalness – of constraint (i.a). Our results suggest
that the upper bound of the distance between copying and
insertion sites in an prox-ID should be considerably less than
100 kb, perhaps not much greater than 10 kb. Superficially,
the absence of CIC (Fig. 4 (b) and (c)) in type-D chromo-
somes may suggest the non-occurrence of WGID (or a very
large sub-chromosome size ID, similarly below). On the other
hand, the fact that in the type-D χ-matrix of Fig. 2 many
off-diagonal elements have smaller values than the diagonal
ones is consistent with the assumption that a genome-size ID
event had occurred in Synechocystis. Generally, we may not
rule out the possibility that an early WGID did occur in a
type-D chromosome on the basis of absence of CIC alone, be-
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cause much of the trace of an early WDID, if it did occur, will
have been obliterated by the large number of small IDs that
came afterwards.

A unified interpretation for all types. If we view types B and C
as intermediates between A and D, then a unified interpreta-
tion of the behavior of χi for all types is possible: Every chro-
mosome, with the possible exception of type-Ds, experienced
a WGID, and the chromosomes differ mainly in the amount
of prox-IDs each had, in increasing amount from type A to D,
with type A hardly any, and type D close to the saturation
amount. In all cases a large number (unconstrained as far as
inverse symmetry is concerned) of prox-DD events may have
happened, while dist events, both IDs and DDs, must have
been rare. The DD and ID event that occurred were mostly
neutral, because the coding and non-coding parts in a chro-
mosome do not differ significantly in their patterns of inverse
symmetry (Figure F4, Supporting Information). Alternative
interpretations will in our opinion be far more elaborate and
less natural.

Inverse skew is the absence of inverse symmetry.The rela-
tion between base-skew [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] and comple-
ment/inverse symmetry has been noted previously [5, 6, 17, 7,
8], and it has been suggested that base-skew is correlated with
inverse, not complement, symmetry [5]. Our results point to
a local and quantitative, hence stronger version of the correla-
tion: the magnitude of cumulative inverse skews in a segment
(of a chromosome) is correlated negatively with the degree
of the local inverse symmetry, or equivalently, positively with
the magnitude of the local χi. A general rule is that each of
the four types of chromosomes have local skews commensurate
with the strength of their local inverse symmetry. Owing to
the nearly universal strong global inverse symmetry in com-
plete chromosomes, few have significant global inverse skews.
This phenomenon may be viewed as an extension of the ap-
plicability of Chargaff’s second parity rule from base-skew to
all inverse skews. Exceptions to this rule are invariably chro-
mosomes with especially weak global inverse symmetries (see
Table T2, Supporting Information).

The cause of base-skews has not yet been established.
Given that the magnitudes of base-skews and k-mer-skews are
closely correlated but the various skews are not causatively re-
lated, it is difficult to see how mechanisms related to chromo-
some replication put forward as probable causes of base-skews
[23, 24, 26, 27] can be sufficient explanation for the more gen-
eral phenomenon of inverse skews.

Here we propose the following view on local skews: skews
are the natural result of random drift, to be expected in the
absence of symmetry, and are diminished when related sym-
metries are generated. To see this, suppose at some ancient
stage a genome is still short, say, about 4 kb. Then even if
the bases have approximately equal probabilities, there will
be various types of skews, including inverse skews, owing to
random drift. In particular there may be base-skews of up
to 6% (as observed in types-A/B chromosomes). If thereafter
the sequence grows mainly by DDs [9, 10, 11, 12] then these
skews will be retained globally. If the DDs are mostly ran-
dom [11, 32] and prox then background skews will be spread
more or less homogeneously across the entire sequence, while
exhibiting long-range variations [13] Any ID event will en-
hance inverse symmetry, thereby reduce inverse skews, but

will leave other kinds of skews, including the WS-skew (A+T
versus C+G), unaffected. Since there is no mechanism that
can generate either complement or reverse symmetry (as ID
would inverse symmetry), those two symmetries will not de-
velop and, correspondingly, reverse and complement skews are
expected to be prominent. We have verified this to be indeed
the case (Figure F5, Supporting Information). A WGID with-
out small IDs, thus eliminating global inverse skew while leav-
ing local skews (if any) intact, will make a type-A sequence.
If the IDs are numerous and prox then local inverse skews
will diminish in step with the emergence of local and homo-
geneous inverse symmetry, in the process forming the other
types. If the events are otherwise stochastic then a power-law
relation in a χ̄i,l-l plot will emerge ((c) panels in Figs. 3 and
4). Furthermore, the addition of large but relatively rare IDs
will cause χ̄i,l to drop faster than power-law dictates (Figure
F3, Supporting Information).

Inverse duplication and chromosome replication. It is tempt-
ing to think of DNA replication as causatively related to the
putative ID events. First, it is consistent to identify CIC’s,
sites of insertion of the putative WGID events in chromo-
somes with ori or ter sites. Second, it is known that many
archaeons have multiple [29], and eukaryotes many more, per-
haps even thousands, of ori sites (often without fixed ter sites)
[30], and here we find the chromosomes of these organisms to
be preponderantly type D, which we infer as a manifest of the
occurrence of a large number of small IDs. On the other hand,
some type-D chromosomes are from eubacteria, not known for
having multiple ori sites, and half of archaea are not type D.
It could be that not all ID events are associated with replicat-
ion, or that some eubacteria also have multiple ori sites while
some archeaons do not, or both. These issues may be clarified
by further studies. We offer no explanation why replication
may cause ID, except to point out that during replication the
chromosome is spliced at the ori site, and this offers oppor-
tunities for the chromosome to misconnect on rare occasions,
possibly resulting in a ID event.

Material and Methods
Partition of k-mers into m-sets. By a genomic sequence we mean
a single-stranded sequence. We call a k-base nucleic word a k-mer
and denote the set of all τ≡4k types of k-mers by S. Given a
sequence, we count the frequency of occurrence (or frequency) fu
of each k-mer type u in S using an overlapping sliding window
of width k and slide one [31]. Then the sum of the frequencies
is

P
u∈Sfu=L-k+1, here to be approximate by L, and the mean

frequency is f̄=L/τ . Let the fractional AT- and CG-content of a
sequence be denoted by p and q=1-p, respectively. To prevent the
uneven base composition in a chromosome from masking the infor-
mation sought [32], we partition S into subsets (m-sets) Sm, m=0
to k, where each of the τm= binomial(k, m)2k types of k-mers in
Sm contain m and only m AT’s. For example, in the case of k=2,
S0 is the set CC, CG, GC, GG; S1 is the set CA, CT, GA, GT,
AC, AG, TC, TG; and S2 is the set AA AT, TA, TT.

Definition of symmetry indexes.For given k, let Pρ be the
set of distinct ρ-conjugate (but non-self-conjugate) pairs of
k-mers types, where ρ=r, c, and i denote reverse, comple-
ment, and inverse symmetry, respectively. For example, for
k=2, Pr={(AT,TA), (AC,CA), (AG,GA), (TC,CT), (TG,GT),
(CG,GC)}; Pc={(AA,TT), (AT,TA), (AC,TG), (AG,TC),
(CC,GG), (CA,GT), (CT,GA), (CG,GC)}; Pi ={(AA,TT),
(AC,GT), (AG,CT), (TC,GA), (TG,CA), (CC,GG)}. The
ρ-symmetry index, χρ, is defined as:

χ2
ρ =

1

2Nρ

X
(u,u†)∈Pρ

„
fu − fu†

σmu

«2

, ρ = r, c, or i, [1 ]
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where u† is the ρ-conjugation of u, σmu is the standard devi-
ation of the m-set to which both u and u† belong, and Nρ is
the number of ρ-conjugate pairs in Pρ. For example, for k=2,
Pr=6, Pc=8, and Pi=6. The use of σmu as a normalization factor
in Eq. (1) means that χρ measures the differences (in frequen-
cies) between conjugate-pairs relative to those between their non-
conjugate peers. Using an m-dependent σmu for normalization
largely removes the dependence of the symmetry index on base-
composition. By design χρ is expected to be close to unity in the
absence of ρ-symmetry. A χρ significantly less than unity indicates
the presence of ρ-symmetry and χρ=0 implies exact ρ-symmetry.
We have verified that χρ≈1 for all three symmetries in random se-
quences. In the literature an L1-distance index defined as S1

ρ=1−
(
P

u∈S |fu−fu† |)/(P
u∈S(fu+fu† )), where (u, u†) is a ρ-conjugate

pair, has been used to measure symmetries in DNA sequences [7];
the closer S1

ρ approaches unity the better is the symmetry. We have
verified that χρ is a better measure of symmetry, more sensitive and
more accurate, than S1

ρ . In Table T3 of Supporting Information,

it is shown that S1 does indicate inverse symmetry is better than
complement symmetry in DNA sequences, but it also indicates both
symmetries in matching random sequences are as good as or better
than inverse symmetry is in DNA sequences. In sharp contrast,
the χ values correctly indicate that inverse symmetry is present
to a high degree while complement symmetry is absent in DNA
sequences, and both symmetries are absent in random sequences.

Segmental and global symmetries.We use χρ,l to denote the
value of χρ for a segment of length l. For each chromosome we
compute a χ̄ρ,l-l plot such as the one shown in Fig. 5, where each
datum is the mean segmental value χ̄i,l (in this case ρ=i) of all the
non-overlapping segments of length l into which the chromosome
is partitioned. The datum at full length is the global index, χi,gl,
for the chromosome. The body of data is seen to be roughly linear
in the log-log plot for segment lengths up to near the full chromo-
some length, followed by a sharp drop in χ̄i,l thereafter. We utilize

this property to characterize a chromosome by χi,bg and rχ, where
χi,bg is the linear part of the k-averaged χ̄i,l extrapolated to full
chromosome length, and rχ is the ratio χi,bg/χi,gl. For example,
in Fig. 5, χi,bg≈0.38, χi,gl≈0.051, and rχ≈7.5.

Fig. 5.

The χ-matrix.Given a chromosome, a user defined overlapping
sliding window is used to generate a set of N overlapping segments
of length l covering the entire chromosome. The (i, j) element of the
symmetric N×N χi-matrix is the χi,2l value of the concatenation

(of length 2l) of the ith and jth segments of the set.
Symmetry index for coding and non-coding parts. From each
complete sequence, the coding – including RNA genes and, for eu-
karyotes, introns – and noncoding segments are spliced and concate-
nated to form two separate sequences, the coding and non-coding
parts, respectively. Symmetry indexes for the two parts are then
separately computed.
The complete sequences. The 786 complete sequences analyzed
in this study, 356 eubacteria chromosomes, 28 archaea chromo-
somes, and 402 chromosomes from 28 eukaryotic complete genomes,
were downloaded in November of 2006 from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) chromosome database [33], ex-
cept the rice genome, which was taken from the Rice Annotation
Project Database (RAP-DB) [34]. The set include all the non-
redundant prokaryotic and eukaryotic complete genomes in public
databases at the time of the download. Individual chromosomes
range in length from 200 kb to 230 Mb. The total length of the
786 sequences is 2.18×1010 bases. A complete list of the complete
chromosomes is given in Table T1, Supporting Information.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a) At top of plot, k-averaged global χr,gl and χc,gl averaged over all chromosomes. Boxes in lower half: k-averaged
global χi,gl averaged over categories of organisms. The horizotal tics give the 10, 25, 75 and 90 percentile values of the lengths of
chromosomes in each category. Straight line shows approximate power-law of data. (b) k-specific χi,gl averaged over categories of
organisms.
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Fig. 2. χi-matrices (see Material and Methods) for four types of chromosomes: C. acetobutylicum, type A; E. carotovora, type B;
M. mazei, type C; Synechocystis, type D. The window size is 100 kb and the slide is 25 kb, and the χi,200 of each 200 kb concatenate
is averaged over k=2 to 5. The color code is linear in log χi,200.
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Fig. 3. Some properties of the type-A C.
acetobutylicum (top six panels) and the type-B
E. carotovora (bottom six panels). Legend for
panels: (a) χ̄i,l-l plot (see Material and Meth-
ods). (b) Fixed segment-length χi,100 vs. po-
sition of center of segment; data obtained by
a sliding window of size 100 kb and slide 5 kb.
(c) χi,l–l: (�) l measured with ter as center;
(◦) l measured from ter towards 5’ end; (	)
l measured from ter towards 3’ end. Chromo-
some is treated as being circular. (d) Cumula-
tive G-C and A-T skews. (e) Cumulative skews
of six inverse-conjugate pairs of 2-mers. (f)
Cumulative skews of eight base-neutral inverse-
conjugate paris of 4-mers.
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Fig. 4. Some properties of the type-C M.
mazei (top six panels) and the type-D Syne-
chocystis (bottom six panels). See Fig. 3 for
legends.
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Fig. 5. A χ̄i,l-l plot. For each l the chromosome is partitioned into non-overlapping segments of length l and the mean of segmental
χi, or χ̄i,l, is computed and given together with the standard deviation. The last datum gives the global value for χi, or χi,gl. The
symbols � and �, indicate the values of χi,100 at the original (ori) and terminal (ter) sites of replication, respectively. The plot
shown is that for the chromosome of E. carotovora.
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